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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of Claude Elwood Shannon
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Takes [Ano16]. Tale [Int03]. Talk [Bre63]. Tandem [DS46, DS93]. targets [FCW+00]. teaching [Jan14]. Technical [Pin01]. Technik [Hag79]. Technology [Gal06, Hag79, Kah84]. Telegraph [Nyk24, Nyq28]. Telephone [HS46, Sha46, Sha50d, Sha93-28]. temperature [NS12]. Tentaeexpertens [NWV94]. Teoria [SW81, SW71, SW83]. teorii [DL63]. Terminal [DS46, DS93, RS93, Sha49f, Sha93-53, RS42]. Terms [BERS86, Col93, ZBM11]. Testable [GBR07]. Testing [Di 00, Rif85]. tests [Rif85, Siz98]. them [Pic08]. Theorem [HDC96, Sha40a, Sha48i, Sha93-54, Ano17b, Sha49g]. Theorems [Sha48k, Sha59b, Sha93a, Sha60]. Theoretic [Zee02]. Theoretical [Sha40c, Sha93a]. Theorie [Roc10, Roc11, SM74, SW75a, Sha50f]. Theoriebildung [Hag79]. Theories [All04, Som09, Bel53]. Theory [ACK+01, Ano53, Ano98, Ano00, Ano01a, BS50, BS93, Bro00b, CLM+01, DL63, Doo49, Fel66, Gal06, Hag79, Hor90, Lom05, Nyq28, Roc99, Roc10, Roc11, Sha41g, Sha42, Sha45a, Sha48b, Sha48c, Sha49b, Sha49e, SW49,
Sha50f, Sha50i, Sha52b, Sha53a, Sha53b, Sha53e, Sha56b, Sha56d, SW63, Sha68b, SW71, SW75a, SW76, SW83, Sha93f, Sha93k, Sha93l, Sha93t, Sha93u, Sha93-27, Sha93-49, Sha93-55, Sha97, Sha98a, SW98, SW93c, Som09, Str14, Wea53, ABS+13, Bla65, Eli09, Eme01, Fel71, Fel09, Gag98, Gui03, Hor11, Lyn77, Mar91, Mar93, Sav11, Sch06, Sha41d, Sha57a, Sha58c, Sha63b, SW64, SW69, SW72, SW75b, SW78, SW81, Sha97, Ste74, Tho09, Ver98, WBB+12, Wri67, Yoc00.


Twentieth [Sha93n, Sha63a]. Twist [Sha78]. Two [RS93, Sha44e, Sha49f, Sha53i, Sha54c, Sha61, Sha93-39, Sha93-53, Sha93-57, Sha93-58, RS42, Sha56h]. Two-Terminal [RS93, Sha49f, Sha93-53, RS42]. Two-Way [Sha93-57, Sha61]. type [KNS17]. types [TKL+12]. Typing [PGM+12].

Ultra [HGR+12]. Ultra-deep [HGR+12]. unbreakable [Kah84]. uncertainty [Col93, SGG04]. Understanding [Ale03]. Unicyclist [Hor90]. unifying [RS06]. Unilateral [DS46, DS93]. Uniqueness [Sha41b]. Units [FM99]. Universal [Sha54c, Sha93-58, Sha56h]. Universality [FMSS03]. University [Mur57, Hig63]. unreasonable [Jan14]. Unreliable [Sha56f]. urinary [TKL+12]. usage [FMSS03, Zee02]. Use [LS10, Sha40b, Sha93-59, SF03]. used [Sch06]. Using [BSWC, DGH+06, GBR07, MS54, MS93a, MS93b, PGM+12, dPV00, Gor06, HMC96, LMC11, MS56a, MS56b, PP06, Ric03, TKL+12].

REFERENCES

[Sha43a, Sha93b]. versus [Let06]. Very [Sha48a, Sha54b, Sha93q]. Views [Bar01]. VIII [Pin01]. vinyl [SBS\textsuperscript{+13}]. virus [HGR\textsuperscript{+12}]. vocal [dPV00]. Vol [BBS46, Koc05]. volume [Fei09].

War [Kah84]. Was [Ano01c]. wavelet [HSBJ02, JZL98, TKL\textsuperscript{+12}]. Way [Sha93-57, Sha61]. Weaver [SB05]. Wesen [Szi29]. Which [Sha48j, dR55]. who [Ano01b]. Width [KNS17]. Wiener [BqhH08, BKU\textsuperscript{+94}, Cro63, Di 00, JAS89, Key05, SB05, Sha49d, Sha93-41, Siq98, SF03, WC99, YLR\textsuperscript{+10}].

Winners [Pin01]. winning [Cha72]. Wins [Ano40b, Bar01]. Wireless [Mar08]. Wistar [SBS\textsuperscript{+13}]. Without [Sha53f]. women [FFF09]. Work [Gal01, CLM\textsuperscript{+01}, Eme01]. world [New56, Kah84]. Writing [Pin01].

writings [SW93l]. WWII [Min95].

years [Ver98]. young [Bel54]. Youthful [Ano40b].

Zeilinger [Tim02]. Zero [Sha56i, Sha93-61]. zur [Hag79, SM74].
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